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The conventional function space algorithms for solving minimization of 
penalized cost functional for optimal control problem characterized by linear- 
system integral quadratic cost due to Di Pill0 and others, though falling within the 
framework pertinent to the conjugate gradient method algorithm, is difficult to 
apply computationally. The difficulty arises principally because there exists in the 
algorithm a number of stringent requirements imposed on the minimization 
procedures to facilitate its convergence. Incidentally, such computations are very 
cumbersome to carry out numerically. To circumvent this major numerical draw 
back, we construct here a control operator associated with this class of problems 
and use our explicit knowledge of the operator to devise an extended conjugate 
gradient method algorithm for solving this family of problems. Furthermore, the 
establishment of some functional inequalities which are obtained using the 
knowledge of the control operator is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In modern technology, optimization theories are of undisputed importance. 
The advent of high speed electronic computers with large memory capacities 
has given rise fundamentally to the rapid growth of new optimization 
techniques. And since the main objective is to solve the problem under 
investigation with a high degree of precision under a highly restrictive 
operation-time so as to minimize computing cost, it is necessary to choose a 
computational scheme that can meet the above requirements. The desire to 
construct such a suitable algorithm leads us to the present study. 
For a brief historical background of the fundamental achievements that 
motivated this study, we begin essentially with the outstanding scholarstic 
publication of Hestenes and Stiefel [ 1, pp. 409-4361. In their paper, the 
authors developed a conjugate gradient method algorithm for solving 
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algebraic equations. In a sequel to this success, Hestenes [2, pp. 83-1031 
established a more general form of the method while an extension into the 
Hilbert space setting was undertaken in [3, pp. 71-1041. In 1964, the method 
was successfully applied to non-linear equations with results reported in [4, 
pp. 149-1541. The doctoral thesis of Daniel [5, pp. 76-821 threw a green 
light into the theoretical applicability of the method, which was extended to 
optimal control problems in [6, pp. 132-1381. Daniel [7, pp. 10-261 and 
Shamanskii [8, pp. 10&109] treated some of its basic rates of convergence. 
Di Pill0 and his research collaborators [9, pp. 133-1571 constructed a 
function space algorithm based on the framework of the conjugate gradient 
method algorithm for solving control problems characterized by quadratic 
costs. 
Though the function space algorithm proves to be successful 
computationally in the sense that it converges well enough, nevertheless, it 
has its major set-back. It involves an enormous variety of cumbersome 
calculations. Its high level of mathematical sophistication reduces 
accessibility of the algorithm almost to specialists in control theory. Even the 
specialists would need some considerable effort to develop practical 
computer implementations of the procedures, most of which involve much 
computing time to execute. So our main concern in this paper is to 
circumvent this numerical set-back in the function space algorithm [9, 
pp. 133-1571. 
Before we continue with this objective we would like to make the 
following point concerning the cited references above. It is important to say 
that this list is not to be taken as an exhaustive one. Nevertheless, the list 
characterizes the timely infusions of enthusiasm of these scholars whose 
results have ramifications in the preparation of this paper. For a more 
comprehensive list the reader is referred to [5, pp. 84-871. 
In order to make this work reasonably self-contained and to give 
readability, motivation and originality prime consideration, we follow the 
under-mentioned organizational setup. 
In Section 2, we discuss the basic minimization algorithms towards which 
subsequent developments in Section 3 are directed. Section 3 also treats 
further applications of the control operator associated with the control 
problem (1.1) described below. 
PROBLEM (1.1). Minimize I; (.x’(t) Qu(t) + z?(t) Ru(t)) dr subject to the 
system of dynamic constraints x’(f) = Cx(t) + Du(t), 0 < t Q u (a given); 
where x’(t) denotes the transpose of x(t), x’(t) stands for the derivative 
c!x(t)/dt of x with respect to t, x is the n x l-state vector, u is the q X l- 
control vector, C and D are n X n, n X q-constant matrices, respectively, 
while Q and R are symmetric, positive definite, constant square matrices of 
dimensions n and q, respectively. 
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We shall associate with Problem (1.1) the control operator A satisfying 
(z, AZ), = J(x, u, p) = j” (xT(t) Qx(t) + u’(t) Ru(t)) dt 
0 
+,u j” I/x’(t) - Cx(t) - Du(t)ll’ dt 01 > 013 (1.1) 
0 
where ~1 is the penalty constant, K given by K= H,[O, a] X L’:[O, a], and 
H, [0, a] denotes the Sobolev space of the absolutely continuous functions 
x(.) square integrable over the closed interval [0, a]. Lz[O, (I] stands for the 
Hilbert space consisting of equivalence classes of square integrable functions 
from [0, a] into Rq, with norm denoted by /I . I] and defined by ]]a[] = 
{J”; IMOII~ W”’ and with scalar product conventionally denoted by (0, .) 
and defined by (u,, u2) = J; (u,(t), u2(t)& dt, where I] . ]IE and (a, s)~ denote 
the norm and scalar product in Euclidean q-dimensional space; that is, the 
set of ordered q-tuples (u,, u2,..., uq), where all the Ui are in R. Where 
ambiguity will not arise subscript E on inner product and norm symbols 
shall be dropped for convenience. We have used, in (l), z to indicate the 
ordered pair (x, u). 
Finally, Section 4 presents our conclusion. 
2. THE MINIMIZATION ALGORITHMS 
2.1. The Conjugate Gradient Method Algorithm 
We shall start by recalling the conjugate gradient method algorithm that 
we shall modify in our subsequent developments by the construction of the 
control operator A satisfying (1.1). To this end, we shall restrict ourselves to 
the fact that the minimization of the quadratic functional described by 
Problem (2.1) below should be carried out via the conjugate gradient 
method. 
PROBLEM (2.1). Minimize F(x) = F, + (a, x)” + 5(x, Ax),, where A is 
an n x n symmetric, positive definite operator and H is a Hilbert space, a, 
x E H. 
The conjugate gradient method described by Hestenes and Stiefel [ 1, 
pp. 409-4361 is an iterative method that can solve Problem (2.1) by simply 
generating a sequence {xn} of approximations of the solution x from an 
arbitrary initial approximation x0. This guessed x0 is sequentially improved 
upon until a desired accuracy is attained by employing the formulae 
Po=-goT (2.1) 
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X i+1=4 + aiE)rt i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (2.2) 
(so &>H 
ai = (P,, APi), ’ (2.3) 
&+l=gl+aiAPf~ 
Pi+1=-git1 +PrPr, 
(2.4) 
(2.5 1 
(2.6) 
where g,, cx,, pi denote respectively the gradient of F(x,), the step-length of 
the descent sequence x, and the descent direction at the ith step. 
The conjugate gradient method algorithm recalled in this section until now 
is not capable of handling Problem (1.1) because knowledge of the control 
operator A satisfying (1.1) is required. Our intent is to determine explicitly 
the operator A and hence Ap,, thus retaining the simplicity of the conjugate 
gradient method algorithm by our direct application of it. 
For the purpose of comparison with our contribution to be discussed in 
Section 3 we shall recall here the function space algorithm, due to DiPillo, et 
al. [9, pp. 133-1571, which provides an ingenious procedure that 
circumvents the use of the knowledge of the operator A, but unfortunately it 
leads to a number of cumbersome calulations as earlier mentioned. 
2.2. The Function Space Algorithm 
Step 1. Choose the initial value x;(t) and u,,(t), 0 < t < a; compute 
x,(t) = I,‘xi(s) & o=gtga. 
Step 2. Initialize the counter by setting i = 0; compute the gradient VJ of 
J(x, u, p), where 
PJI, = [ tv”:;lj - 
Step 3. Compute the current descent direction 
I -P,Jlw for i= 0 s’3f(t) = --[V,J]i + pi-1 Sk,i-l(t), for i>O 
S,,,(t) = J-; KG,(s) h 
I 
-P,Jlo for i=O 
su’f(t) = -[V,J], +P,-lSu,r-&), for i > 0 
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where 0 ( t < u, and /I*- I = p,/w,- i , where 
Pr = I I7 P,Jl,II’ + Ilw1,ll’~ & 0 
wi-1= 1 : w,Jl,-,l12 + IIP,JlLIl12J 4 
Step 4. Find yf which satisfies 
J(xi + Yr*s.r,,, ui + YI*su,i7P) 
GJ(x, + Y1S,,,, ui + YJ,&Pu) for any y1 > 0. 
Step 5. Test for the end of a cycle; that is, see whether I(VJII* < E 
(E > 0), where E is a predetermined tolerance for terminating the process. 
Step 6. Set 
xi+ I@) = xl(t) + r?%(t)9 o<t<o, 
xi+ 1(t) =x;(t) + v&(t); O<t<o .\ 3 
ui+ I(t) = Ut(t) + YiSu,dt), ogt<o. 
Step 7. If the predetermined stopping criterion of this procedure is not 
satisfied then set i = i + 1 and restart the procedure from Step 2. 
In particular, Steps 3 and 4 of this algorithm are difficult and tiresome to 
carry out computationally. In what follows we shall attempt to avoid this 
time-consuming calculations. To achieve this objective, we shall be applying 
the control operator A satisfying (1.1) at the appropriate minimization steps 
of the conjugate gradient method algorithm described in Section 2.1 and the 
resulting algorithm shall henceforth be referred to as the extended conjugate 
gradient method algorithm. 
2.3. The Extended Conjugate Gradient Method Algorithm 
In order to determine the control operator A that satisfies the requirements 
given by (1. 1 ), we start by considering the following one-dimensional control 
problem whose associated control operator is a special case of type (1.1) 
which was explicitly determined in [lo]. Then, we shall show how to 
generalize this established result to attain the desired A that satisfies (1.1). 
PROBLEM (2.2). Minimize 1; (ax*(t) + bu*(t)) dt subject to the dynamic 
constraint x’(t) = cx(t) + du(t), 0 < t < u, where a, b, c and d are constants 
such that a, b > 0 while c and d are not necessarily positive. 
The control operator A of type (1.1) associated with this one-dimensional, 
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equality constrained problem (2.2), which is a special case of problem (l.l), 
is such that it satisfies 
(z, AZ), = Jo {ax’(t) + bd(t) + p(x’(t) - cx(t) - d~(t))~} dt (2.7) 
0 
where p (U > 0) is the penalty constant and x, u E R. 
Throughout, we assume that ,U is a suitably chosen parameter to ensure 
good constraint satisfaction for each of the problems under consideration. 
The validity of this claim can be seen from a number of theoretical and 
numerical results reported in [ 11, pp. 61-851. Furthermore, in our recent 
results contained in [ 121 we provide an extension of this assertion for a 
broader spectrum of problems. 
The bilinear form associated with (2.7) is defined by 
(~1, AZ,), = J; e,(t) a) + k(t) w + PX;W x;(t) 
+ P2Xl(0 x*(t) + Pd24@) U*(t) -wlW X*(f) 
-Pc4(~) x,(t) + PC hl(4 U*(t) + PC ~2(0 Ul(4 
-P wo U*(f) -P G(t) Ul(O~ & (2.8) 
where zi denotes the ordered pair (xi, u,), z2 stands for the ordered pair 
@2,~2), and xl, ~2, ~1, u2 E. R is far more convenient for our subsequent 
developments. 
It is important to note that the control operator A satisfying (2.7) is 
equivalent to A satisfying (2.8) where equivalence is preserved under the 
following presumed equivalence-laws: 
x1(t) =x*(t) = x(t), o<t<o . \ 9 (2.9) 
xi(t) = x;(t) = x’(f), O<f(U, (2.10) 
u1(t) = u*(t) = u(t), o<t<o. (2.11) 
By making use of certain elements of functional analysis, the control 
operator A satisfying (2.8) was established in the recent result contained in 
[lo]. For the purpose of our subsequent considerations we shall recall the 
result here. It asserts that 
(A I I x,)(t) = +(x;(O) - cx,(O)) sinh t + P Ji (xi - cx2)(s) cosh(t - S) ds 
- : I@ + PC’) x2 J 
- pcx;](s) sinh(t - s) ds 
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+ 
I 
-~1 sinh 0(x;(0) + cx,(O)) 
+ p j-; (x; - cx2)(s) cosh(u - s) ds 
- J 1 [(a +wZ)x2 -WSl(~> 
X sinh(a - s) ds 
I 
exp(u), o<t<u, 
(A nu2)W = Wt) +P d2U2(09 o<t<u, 
V21XZ)W = PC &2(f) -P W(t), o<tgu, 
(A22U2)(t) =P C&(O) sinh t -P 1: da,(s) cosh(t -s)ds 
+ P ji c du2(s) sinh(t - s) ds 
+ 
I 
,U du2(0) sinh u - i 
0~ du,(s) cosh(u - s) ds 
0 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
+PI” c du2(s) sinh(u - s) ds 
I 
exp(u), o<t<u, (2.15) 
0 
where operators A r , , A12, A,, and A,, are such that satisfy 
(2.16) 
Hence, by applying the presumed equivalence-laws (2.9>-(2.11) in 
(2.12~(2.15), the control operator A satisfying (2.7) is given, according to 
[lOI, by 
(A ,,x)(t) = -&x’(O) - cx(0)) sinh t + ,u ji (x’ - cx)(s) cosh(t - s) ds 
- I 
’ [(a+~c2)x--cx’](s)sinh(t-s)ds 
0 
+ 
I 
-p sinh 0(x’(0) + cx(0)) 
+ p 
I 
; (x’ - cx)(s) cosh(u - s) ds 
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- I : [(a +pc’)x-w’](s) 
X sinh(c - s) ds 
I 
exp(o), O<t<a . .9 
(A ,2u)(t) = Wt) + P d2u(t), ogt<o, 
(A 21 x)(t) = PC dx(t) -P h’(t), O(tga, 
(A 22 u)(t) = p du sinh t -p I,’ du(s) cosh(t - s) ds 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
+ p(,’ c du(s) sinh(t - s) ds 
+ ,U du(0) sinh G + 
1 
u~ du(s) cosh(t - S) ds 
0 
+ ~1 j: c du(s) sinh(a - s) ds 1 exp(u), ogt<u. (2.20) 
By malting trivial modifications involving change of variables of the 
results given by (2.17 j(2.20) we can determine the desired control operator 
A satisfying (1.1). Thus, the desired result given by (2.21~(2.24) below 
follows directly from the solution of a similar second order ordinary 
differential equations with a slight modification of the results given in [lo]. 
The following comment is in order 
Comment (2.1). Suitable polynomial approximations to this class of 
problems are possible via the use of a Chebyshev type method [ 13, pp. 282- 
286; 141. 
Henceforth, x and u denote vectors of dimensions n X 1, 4 X 1, 
respectively, and we thus obtain the following more generalized results with 
respect to those given by (2.17)-(2.20) 
(A 1 ,x)(t) = -&x’(O) - Cx(0)) sinh t + p,,’ (x’ - Cx)(s) cosh(t - s) ds 
- 
I 
d [(Q + ,&‘C) x -,&x’](s) sinh(t - s) ds 
+ 
1 
-p sinh u(x’(0) + Cx(0)) 
+ ,u j; (x’ - Cx)(s) cosh(u - S) ds 
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- I ; [(Q +@C)x -,uCx’](s) 
X sinh(a - s) ds 
I 
exp(o), o,<tga, 
(-4 1*24)(t) = h(t) + ,uDrDu(t), o<tga, 
(&x)(t) =pPDx(t) - jlDx’(t), o<t<a, 
(A 22 u)(t) = ,uDu sinh t - ,U 1: Du(s) cosh(t - S) ds 
+ ,u ji CTDu(s) sinh(t - S) ds 
+ 
I 
pDu(0) sinh u - l”pDu(s) cosh(t - S) ds 
0 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
+ ,U I0 CTDu(s) sinh(a - S) ds 
I 
exr+), 0 < t < u, (2.24) 
0 
from where (AZ)(t) can be computed as follows 
(Az)(t)= ( @*,x)(t) + (A2*u)(t) 
(A,,x)o+(A,,u)(t))l o<t<o, 
where (A,,x)(t), (A ,*u)(t), (AZIx)(t), and (AZ2u)(t) are respectively given by 
(2.21)-(2.24). We can readily now obtain the desired Ap, to apply Eq. (2.4) 
which would henceforth allow us to exploit the simplicity of the conjugate 
gradient method algorithm. Thus, on adopting the “abused” notations 
PAX,(t), u,(t), P) = - it JJX,(S), ui(S), P) ds, 
0 
(2.25) 
P&i(t), uitt),p) = - 1; J&,(s), W), P) ds, 
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with suppressed arguments, we find that Ap, associated with Eq. (1.1) is 
given by 
AP, = 
([ 
-,u sinh t(J,,, - Cpx.0) + P ,,I (J, - CP,,,) COW - s) ds 
- 
I 
d [(Q + pCrC) PX,i - ,uCJ,,,] sinh(t - s) ds 
+ I 
1 
p sinh u(-J,,~ - 
X coSh(c - S) dS -Jo [Q +pCTC] Px,i -pCJx,,] 
0 
X sinh(u - s) dr 
I 
exp(u) + Ru(t) +@Du(t), 
,u(CTDP,,, - DJ,,,) + ,U 
I 
Du(0) sinh t 
- 
I 
‘Du(s) cosh(t - s) ds 
0 
+ I’ CTDUi(S) sinh(t - S) ds + ,&u(O) sinh u 
0 I I 
- p j” III&) cosh(u - s) ds + ,u ,f” C%&) 
0 0 
(2.26) 
In a nutshell, an extended conjugate gradient method algorithm that can 
conveniently handle Problem (1.1) is described in Section 2.1 with Api given 
by (2.26) if we consider g, = [VJ], and P, as the descent direction at the ith 
step corresponding to this gradient. 
It is immediately evident that this explicit knowledge of A satisfying (1.1) 
provides us with the following advantages. 
(i) We have eliminated the computational limitation of the conjugate 
gradient method algorithm described in Section 2.1 by the establishment of 
the extended conjugate gradient method algorithm reported in this section. 
(ii) The extended conjugate gradient method algorithm is 
computationally more exact than the function space algorithm of Section 2.2 
mainly because the one-dimensional search at each minimization step 
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described by Step 4 of the function space algorithm is not necessary in the 
case of the former. 
These advantages will be tested on some numerical examples and the 
results will be reported in a forthcoming paper. Meanwhile, we shall consider 
in the next section more applications of the control operator A. 
3. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE CONTROL OPERATOR A 
3.1. Application to Functional Inequalities 
The following theorems shall be established using the explicit knowledge 
of the control operator A. 
THEOREM (3.1). Under the notations (2.25) and the conditions of 
Problem (1.1) stated in the introductory section the following functional 
inequality holds at each minimization step of the extended conjugate gradient 
method algorithm in solving Problem (1.1) 
+ P j,’ (Jx,i - CPx,i) cosh(t - S) dS 
- I d [(Q + pCrC)p,,i -pCJ,,,] sinh(t - s) ds 
+ ,U sinh u(-J,,~ - 
I 
X COSh(U - S) dS -mu [(Q + cIC’C)px,i -luC~~,i] 
0 
X sinh(o - S) ds 
I 
2 
exp(o) + Rut(t) + pDTDui(t) 1 
+ 
[ 
p(C’Dp,,i -0Jx.i) + ,U 
( 
DUi(O) sinh t 
- i,’ Du,(s) cosh(t - s) ds + I’ CTDu,(s) sinh(t - s) ds) 
0 
+ 
I 
@u,(O) sinh u - ,u ji I&Q(S) cosh(u - s) ds 
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X cosh(t - S) ds -c [(Q +@‘C)p,,, -pCJ,,,] sinh(t - s) ds 
+ 
I 
r(l sinh u(J~,~ - CPx.0) + P (,; Vx,! - Cpx,J cosh(a - s) ds 
- : KQ + c~C~C)P,,, I - ,uCJ,,,] sinh(u - s) ds t 
exp(u) 
+ Wt) + ct~rwo P&l + 1 [ P(CT~Px,r - 0Jx.i) 
+P Du,sinht- ( 5 t hi(s) cosh(c - s) ds 0 
+ (’ CT0 cosh(o - s) ds 
1 
+ ,u j- C%,(s) 
X sinh(o - s) ds 1 exp(o)] p,,, jdt. (3.1) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We know that 
(&+d*+JW 
By virtue of (2.3) and (2.4) the last inequality can be rewritten as 
( 
(gPsi> Cg*,g,) 
a+ (p*,Ap,) Apfygt+ (p*,Ap,) Api ) 2o 
which becomes, on expansion, 
In view of (2.5) the last inequality becomes 
(gi’ ‘I) + 2 (p,, Ap,) 
(gf’g’) (-P,+&-~P~-,,AP,-J 
+ (&&Y @Pi,&) A&o 
(pi 9 Apt)* 
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or equivalently, we have 
(giygi)-2 (p,,Ap,) (gfygf) (p*,Ap,) 
+ 2pf-, (gi¶gfXPf-19Pi-1) + (giygi)2 CAP, Api)> 
(Pi, APi) 
(3 2) 
(Pi,APi)’ I’ * ’ 
By using mathematical induction Hasdorff in [ 15, pp. 49-5 1 ] showed that 
(Pi,APj)=O, i#j, O<i<k-1, O<j<k- 1, (3.3) 
that is to say, that all descent directions pi, i = 0, 1, 2...., k - 1, are 
conjugate with respect to A. Using (3.3) in (3.2) gives 
cg, g  ) _ 2 (giggi)(PivAPi) + (g,vgi)’ (APi, APi) , o 
13 i 
(Pi 3 APi) (Pi,APi)’ ’ 
from where we obtain 
-1 + (gi~gf)’ tAPiT Api) 2 0 
(pivAPi)* ’ 
(3.4) 
Inequality (3.4) can be put into the more convenient form 
(gf,gf)(APi,APf) > (P,,APi)‘. (3.5 > 
But on using the explicit knowledge of the control operator A satisfying 
(1.1) we had established that the term Ap, involved in (3.5) is given by 
(2.26), hence our desired inequality (3.1) is established since left-hand side 
and right-hand side of (3.5) are correspondingly equivalent to those of (3.1). 
This completes the proof of Theorem (3.1). 
THEOREM (3.2). Under the conditions of Problem (1.1) and the existence 
of J,, and J,,, the following inequality holds: 
-sinh t(JXX,o - CJx,,) + P i,’ (Jxx,f - CJx,i) CoSh(t - S) ds 
- I 1 [(Q + PCTC) Jx,i -,uCJx,,i] sinh(t - s) dS 
+ ~1 sinh 0(--J,,,, - CJ.x.0) + P i,Y (Jxx,i - CJx,i) 
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x cosh(t - s) ds - 1’ [(Q + ,uCTC) J,,i - ,uCJ,,,] 
0 
X sinh(u - s) ds 
I 
exp(o) + Ru,(t) + @rDu,(t) 1 JX,i 
+ [ ErCTDJx,i - ~DJ.rx,i 
+ p 
( 
Duo sinh t - 1: Du,(s) 
x cosh(t - s) ds + (’ CTDu,(s) sinh(t - s) ds 
0 
+ 
I 
,uDu, sinh u - ,U 
I 
u Du,(s) cosh(u - s) ds 
0 
+ ,U J: CTDu&) sinh(u - s) ds 1 exp(o)[J,,i] dt 
-P sinh t(J,,o - Ox,o) + P 1: (Ji - CPx,i) 
X cosh(t - S) ds - J’ [(Q + pCTC)p,,i -pC’Jx,i] sinh(r - s) ds 
0 
+ ,U sinh u(-J,,~ 
I 
- CP,,~) + P 1: (Jx,i - Ox,,) 
X cosh(o - 8) ds -1: [(Q +PCTC)Px,i -PCJ~,,] 
X sinh(u - S) ds 
I 
exp(u) + Rut(t) + pDTDul(t) px+i 1 
+ - DJx,i) + p(Du, sinh t - 1: Out(s) 
x cosh(t - s) ds + i,’ CTDu,(s) sinh(t - s) ds 
+ 
i 
,uDu, sinh u - ,u 
I 
Du,(s) cosh(u - s) ds 
+P ( CTD u s sinhi-s)ds 1 exp(u)]pU,i] dt. it 1 (3.6) 
Proof of Theorem (3.2). Putting into consideration the explicitly deter- 
mined control operator A satisfying (1. I), we immediately see that the left- 
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hand side of inequality (3.6) is nothing but (g,, Agi) while its right-hand side 
is (pi,&,). In essence, this theorem would be proved if we can establish 
that 
(giv4i) 2 (Pi34i). (3.7) 
To this end, we proceed as follows. By virtue of (2.5), we know that 
(gi,Agi)=~i-,Pi-l-Pi,AGal-IPi-l-Pi)). (3.8) 
Applying (3.3) to (3.8) we get 
(gi,Agi)=P:-,(p,-,,Api-,) + (PiYAPi). 
Therefore, from (3.9) we have 
(3.9) 
(giTAgi)> (PiYAPi), (3.10) 
owing to the positive definiteness of operator A. This completes the proof of 
Theorem (3.2). 
3.2. Application of the Control Operator to Computation of Its Bounds 
We provide here a very simple computation, based on the explicit 
knowledge of operator A for estimating numerically the least upper bound 
MA and the greatest lower bound m, of its spectrum. 
MA = min 
l<i(n 
= min 
l<i<n 
= min 
l(i<n 
(3.11) 
where 
c,(t) = (A ,,xW + (A ,zu)(t), o<t<o, 
df) = (A,,xW) + G422~)@), o<tgo, 
and (AGW &2u)W, (A2Mt), and (A,,u)(t) are respectively given by 
(2.21)-(2.24); and in solving Problem (1.1) by the extended conjugate 
gradient method we assume that n iterative steps are essential. Similarly, 
(3.12) 
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4. CONCLUSION 
A control operator associated with optimal control problem described by 
linear-system integral quadratic cost coupled with a system of linear 
dynamic constraints has been established. The control operator has been 
found to be a very powerful mathematical tool with numerous applications. 
Some of its applications that are readily obtained in this paper have been 
elaborately discussed in Section 2.3, which treats the application of the 
explicit knowledge of this operator to the construction of extended conjugate 
gradient method algorithm, Section 3.1 has been devoted to the derivation of 
some functional inequalities formulated and proved in Theorems (3.1) and 
(3.2). Section 3.2 has shown how the explicit knowledge of the control 
operator A can be used for a computational estimation of the least upper 
bound MA and the greatest lower bound mA of its spectrum. Hence, by 
analog of the result due to Daniel [7, pp. 10-261, for the extended conjugate 
gradient method algorithm the convergence rate estimate 
J(X,,U,,P)< ] (1 -$)/(l +z) ~*~J(x09W) (4.1) 
holds, where MA and mA in (4.1) are values given, respectively, by (3.11) and 
(3.12). 
In a forthcoming paper we hope to exploit the possibility of using the 
explicit knowledge of this operator in developing some mathematical models, 
and furthermore we shall test the superiority of the extended conjugate 
gradient method by using it for solving some numerical problems such as the 
control of a diffusion equation described in [ 121. 
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